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About This Game

An irresistible force has taken our fearless frog to an island where the ribbeting puzzle-action of Zuma has evolved in amazing
ways… but evil spirits and tenacious tiki bosses rule the land!

Survive the ire of the island by firing stone spheres to destroy the deadly stream of balls. Conquer over 60 levels by staying
sharp and avoiding hidden traps. Slide and hop for smarter shots; hit targets for exotic bonuses; detonate new power-up balls;

battle six imposing tiki bosses and guide your agile amphibian to victory in four all new game modes! Will you succumb to the
perilous pitfalls, or can you tame the jungle in this PopCap ball-blasting challenge?

Conquer over 60 levels and defeat six mini-game Boss Battles
Score explosive power-ups including three new shots
Explore new gameplay like lily-pad hopping, slide-aiming, and more
Take a shot at 70 all-new Challenges in the Jungle of Mystery, Quiet Village, Lost City and Mosquito Coast.
Run the Iron Frog gauntlet — beat 10 levels in a row!
Turn up the heat in Heroic Frog mode
Enjoy amazing graphics and effects that bring Zuma into the modern world of gaming
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Publisher:
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What a good game! Never feels unfair, good musics, charming enemies and the visuals keeps, for real, nes graphics in short
reins without the mess we generally got on "retro" style. I hate 8-bit graphics but at least this one does the job right about this.
Only wished a controller configuration menu, an option to quit the game on the title screen and difficult on all stages at the same
level of Stage X.
Cheering for the return of the bad dude in a sequel, even better following snes or MD limitations!. Poor platforming, poor
conveyance and arbitrary kill mechanics make STANDBY a game you should leave on standby.. What the hell is this?. It has
some good ideas, but sadly, is just a good budget game, buy it on a sale, and you wont regret it. highly recommend this game
great fun u have to use your brain a bit but its all part of the fun
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One of the most unique puzzle games I've had the pleasure of playing. I would recommend this game overall to those who enjoy
games such as 'The Turing Test' or 'Portal 2,' as it combines an interesting narrative with a unique setting and gameplay. It is
also reasonably priced so it is great value for money considering the length of the game. Aside from the cons, most of which I
can easily overlook, this game is a clear winner in my book.

Pros
- Stunning visuals, from the decor of the hotel to the simple aesthetic of the puzzle rooms. I wish the Penrose was a real hotel! If
it's one thing you'll notice, it's how professionally designed the hotel is.
- Captivating storyline that enticed me to continue solving the puzzles even when I came close to giving up.
- Fitting musical scores and sound tracks, particularly the main theme with the orchestra.
- Puzzle mechanics are easy to learn but get progressively more difficult to master. Overall it provides a balanced difficulty
level.
- (SPOILER) Replayability element for those interested in discovering the ending they didn't choose (like myself). The puzzles
are much faster to progress through the second time around once I mastered the puzzle mechanics. 

Cons
- Communication device is always in the bottom right corner of the screen. I know that it is needed to indicate which colour I
currently absorbed, but there must be a better way to implement this instead of having it take up such a large portion of the
screen with no option of disabling it.
- There are many puzzles in which I had to restart manually from the puase menu because I committed a mistake which traps me
in a section with no ability to escape or proceed. This was a bit annoying, especially when I end up reaching the end of a long
puzzle only to find myself having to restart because I forgot a minor detail (which happened frequently on my first playthrough).
- Not well optimised on lower end systems as there were sections with severe frame drops. The graphics options available are
'best' and 'fast' (which I used), with no room to manually toggle specific graphical settings on or off.
- No option to manually save within a puzzle. This became an issue with a handful of puzzles which had individual mini puzzles
within them, as dying or quitting the game midway would always bring you back to the beginning of the puzzle. I suggest having
a manual save option while keeping the 'restart challenge' option to cover both scenarios.. You're in a room surrounded by
screens playing clips. It probably has some deep meaning and beauty to it, but to the average person it has no meaning. Great
software for digital arts!. WHAT A MADCAP FIGHTING GAME

Perfect game for playing with friends thru the night. Even forgot my beer yesterday playing it against a friend.

Not sure what happen but I think I threw my arm against him and then his legs fall over and then he threw back his legs against
me... At the end it was no arms or legs ..it seems we're fighting just with the torso and a train came and knock us both.
Love the unexpecting hilarious things that happen thru the game. Loved the originality of the characters, hearing some of then
saying things like this, make me laugh in tears:

"Som na Laje" "Vai Brasil" and "Olha a chinela" \ud83d\ude00 hahahahhaah

It is always surprising us with something out of the blue and keeping it fresh from the boring old school fighting games that have
been showing not much variety.

Already recommended to few friends and I'm looking forward to playing online mode and kick
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\ud83d\ude1b. WARNING: GAME IN CHINESE LANGUAGE ONLY!!

Damn... I cannot believe what I had gone through with all those hours and hours of play time that the game was literally
appeared to be made in China. All I can say is that it had been a magnificent journey!! Yes! it was marvelously crafted in many
aspects from graphic to gameplay, and gameplay to endgame without denying the fact that the developers did paid a lot of
efforts when they were constructing the story of the game. Undeniably emotional plots kept my instinct active to continue
further to uncover the story not bound only by the main character I was playing, but his companions too! This is a game that
allowed me to enjoy like I was watching a Chinese Kungfu drama with Final Fantasy 15 play style. Nonetheless, when I did
compare FFXV with Gujian 3, I would say it's story was way better than FFXV even though the graphic may not be able to
reach to the FFXV's standard.

Verdict: 9/10
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Pros:
-Excellent Story
-Addictive Gameplay (Fights)
-Emotional Dialogues especially with companions
-Addictive Research and Production of Items, Equipment, Decorations and Fashions for both Playable characters and
Companions
-Grow your own HOME
-Story related side-quests

Cons:
-City is too large until the extend of feeling empty
-Item farming from killing mobs is just least appealing
-Resource gathering from surrounding environment is too little
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